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PUBLIC SUMMARY 

◼ The monolithic perfluoropolymer surface (MPS) strategy enables biomimetic surfaces to combine 

geometric-material mechanics with topology-specific superwetting stability. 

◼ The theoretical model predicted optimal structures and materials to realize simultaneously 

superwettability and ultradurability. 

◼ The stability of the biomimetic surfaces was extended into a nonlinear range for further improving 

ultradurability. 

◼ The MPS strategy helps to translate bioinspired surface principles into real-world applications. 
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ABSTRACT 

Developing versatile and robust surfaces that mimic the skins of living beings to regulate air/liquid/solid 

matter is critical for many bioinspired applications. Despite notable achievements, such as in the case of 

developing robust superhydrophobic surfaces, it remains elusive to realize simultaneously topology-
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specific superwettability and multipronged durability owing to their inherent tradeoff and the lacking of 

a scalable fabrication method. Here, we present a largely unexplored strategy of preparing an all-

perfluoropolymer (Teflon), nonlinear stability-assisted monolithic surface for efficient regulating 

matters. The key to achieving topology-specific superwettability and multilevel durability is the 

geometric-material mechanics design coupling superwettability stability and mechanical strength. The 

versatility of the surface is evidenced by its manufacturing feasibility, multiple-use modes (coating, 

membrane, and adhesive tape), long-term air trapping in 9-m-deep water, low-fouling droplet 

transportation, and self-cleaning of nanodirt. We also demonstrate its multilevel durability, including 

strong substrate adhesion, mechanical robustness, and chemical stability, all of which are needed for 

real-world applications. 
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INTRODUCTION  

In nature, biological superhydrophobic skins often possess unique 3D microscale topologies that 

enable different specific interfacial functions for controlling surface matters.1 A few examples include the 

nanopillar arrays on Cicada wings that promote transparency, self-cleaning, and mechanically rupturing 

cells,2 the double reentrants on a springtail skin minimizing organic liquid wetting;3 and the micro-papillae 

on a rose petal stabilizing water droplets at Wenzel wetting state.4 For more examples, see Table S1. The 

exploration of these biological surfaces has inspired diverse topological functionalities – e.g., liquid 

detachment/adhesion,5-9 gas entrapment,10-12 anti-icing,13-15 chemical shielding,16 drag reduction,17,18 

oil/water separation,19,20 heat transfer improvement,21 and anti-bacteria activity.22,23 While notable 

progress has been achieved in developing some biomimetic surfaces, such as in the case of 

superhydrophobic surfaces, there remains a major challenge to simultaneously control precise specific 

topology and realize the robustness of those biomimetic surfaces. In general, biomimetic surface functions 

require two essential components,19,21,24-28 the specific 3D surface topologies and the surface chemistry of 

materials. However, both components are highly susceptible to material failure caused by stress 

concentration, short penetration distance for invasive matters, and the easy change of surface nature from 

hydrophobic to hydrophilic. Also, the need to construct the specific 3D architecture29-34 recalls 

sophisticated manufacturing and limits material and structural options for enhancing robustness.  

Recent years saw extensive efforts in translating bioinspired surfaces into real-world applications. 

For example, the surface robustness can be enhanced by introducing high-modulus materials24,25,28,35,36 

and perfluorinated chemistry26,27,37 as manifested by those synthetic surface coatings. Yet, such coatings 

are commonly composed of disordered particles without microtopological controllability. Alternatively, 

“armor” structures (e.g., interconnected frames29,38 and pillars30,39) can be micromachined to protect weak 

nanostructures. But this strategy is specific to structural geometry and rigidity. To date, it remains an 
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unresolved problem to develop versatile and scalable surfaces that simultaneously enable topology-

specific functionality and ultradurability.40 

Here, we present a nonlinear stability-assisted, monolithic perfluoropolymer surface (MPS) strategy 

to address the above challenge. In particular, MPS uses soft perfluoropolymers (sometimes referred to as 

Teflon, a commercial brand name) to make the entire coating, with all surface structures being part of this 

inert continuum. Using theoretical modeling and experimental validation, we found the MPS strategy 

combines geometric-material mechanics with superwetting stability well and suggests 1) an optimal 

structural design and preferential materials to simultaneously realize wetting and mechanical stability and 

2) the extension of the stability of the biomimetic surfaces into a nonlinear range. This principle is contrary 

to conventional wisdom – using highly rigid structures to bear the concentrated stress yet failing once 

slight inelastic deformation occurs. MPS was prepared in multiple-use models (coating, tape, and self-

supporting film) through a modified high-temperature imprinting approach which is low-cost and scalable. 

We also demonstrated the versatility of MPS for efficiently regulating surface matter, as well as multilevel 

durability. 

 

RESULTS 

Surface design and fabrication 

The MPS strategy is shown in Fig. 1 and Supplementary Fig. S1. We design all the surface 

structureparts of this monolithic continuum which are firmly bonded to substrates without using any glue 

(Fig. 1A). The geometric mechanics of soft material is explored to improve the durability of biomimetic 

surfaces (Fig. 1B-D). We first consider the mechanical stability of MPS with structural hierarchy n from 

three mechanical failure mechanisms: (i) friction-driven bending, (ii) elastic instability, and (iii) crushing 

of a hierarchical structure (see Supplementary Text 1 for the details). Our modeling suggests that for a 
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preferential material with low friction coefficient µ, moderate Young’s modulus E, and high failure 

strength 𝜎𝑓, the key to reaching mechanical robustness is to fulfill a geometric rule, that is, the structure 

slenderness 𝜆𝑛
′  achieves the same resistance for mechanisms (i) and (ii) when 

𝜆𝑛
′ ~

𝜋2𝐸𝜇

2𝜎𝑓
 

Moreover, when considering the wetting stability for MPS from the energy perspective,41,42 a water droplet 

with a lower Gibbs free energy than the Wenzel wetting mode can be stabilized at the Cassie-Baxter state 

only for a slenderness larger than the critical value  

 

𝜆𝑛
′′ =

1 − 𝑓𝑠𝑙

𝑓𝑠𝑙

1 + cos 𝜃𝑌

cos 𝜃𝑌
 

where θY and fsl are the Young’s contact angle and the pillar area fraction of the surface, respectively By 

coupling the evolution trends for maximizing mechanical strength and stabilizing water repellency at the 

Cassie-Baxter state, the optimal slenderness 𝜆𝑛
𝑜𝑝𝑡

emerges between 𝜆𝑛
′  and 𝜆𝑛

′′, that is, this is achieved 

when 6 ≤ 𝜆𝑛
𝑜𝑝𝑡

 ≤ 8.5 (Fig.1B). As a result, when the wetting property is measured and the material is tough, 

it is found that the surface is highly abrasion-resistant (Fig. 1C). 

One essential part of our design is that the nonlinear dynamics of tough microstructures could be 

leveraged to strengthen mechanical robustness. As shown in Fig.1D, the tolerable compressive pressure 

of structures without losing wetting stability is much greater than the material failure strength using elastic 

deformation as the boundary condition, leading to an elevated resistance to crushing failure, with a 

robustness factor R being defined as 

𝑅 ~ 
𝜎𝑓𝜆𝑛𝑓𝑠𝑙

2𝑘𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓
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where k is a constant on the order of the unity,  is the compaction index, 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝐸𝑒𝑓𝑓  is the effective 

Young’s modulus (see mechanism (iii) in Supplementary Text 1 for the details). Such a geometry-based 

nonlinear mechanical behavior is also observed for many biological structures43,44 and is counterintuitive 

to the common assumption that the biomimetic topological surfaces fail once inelastic deformation occurs. 

In the control experiments, this nonlinear regime collapses into the conventional one when the material 

toughness is reduced, that is, for structures made of materials with high hardness and large slenderness, 

fracture took place at the bottom and caused the immediate loss of preferential wettability (Fig.S1).  

Following the MPS design, we chose perfluoropolymer (MFA F1540, Solvay company) as the base 

material and developed a 3D high-temperature soft imprinting method to thermally fuse it (Supplementary 

text 2) with the substrate and create rational 3D microstructures on it (Fig. 2A). The key to the method is 

a silicone thermal mold that possesses configurable elasticity and shape memory at extremely high 

temperatures (up to 350 °C). Usually, such properties of normal silicones degrade rapidly owing to the 

scission of flexible molecular chains when heated.36,45 To suppress degradation at elevated temperatures, 

we used iron nanoparticles to avoid the oligomer formation by binding the oxide’s surface hydroxyl groups 

with silanol groups in the silicone mold, which also serves as soft crosslinks that maintain flexibility 

(Supplementary text 3 and Supplementary Fig. S2). In this way, we produced thousands of MPS products 

from one soft mold with improved fidelity within a short time (5 min per cycle). The products include 

transparent MPS coatings on different substrates (e.g., glass, fabric, polyimide, and aluminum), self-

supporting and flexible films, and tapes (Fig. 2B-D and Supplementary Fig. S3). Such versatility makes 

MPS adaptive to different substrate and dynamic deformations. Collectively, the MPS strategy shows the 

promise of scalable and versatile biomimetic surfaces with topology-specific functionality and 

multipronged robustness. 
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Some topology-specific functions 

In what follows, we demonstrate three examples of MPS for efficient regulating of air/liquid/solid 

matters (Fig. 3 and supplementary Fig. S4). Although the surfaces commonly manifest two-tier structures 

in micro and nano scale, their wettability such as water contact angle θ*, roll-off angle θroll-off, droplet 

adhesion, pressure stability, and restitution coefficient can be very different (see Supplementary Text 4 

for details), and thus manifesting preferential yet strong superwettabilities. The first example is an air-

trapping coating inspired by the springtail’s skin (Fig. 3A). As shown in Fig. 3B and 3C, The MPS was 

imprinted with honeycomb cavity arrays with wetting resistance further strengthened by doubly reentrant 

edges. The sample could stably trap air in the cavities after being immersed under seawater with the extra 

pressure of ~90 KPa for 30 days, with a gas retention fraction φ ~ 92.7% (where φ is the volume ratio 

between the entrapped gas and the cavity). The extra pressure was equivalent to that in ~9-meter-deep 

water (Fig.3D), beyond the draft range of most ships. While the air-trapping surface could reduce the drag 

of marine vehicles, the inertness and anti-stickiness of perfluoropolymer endow the coating with enhanced 

corrosion and aging resistance, reduced microorganism adhesion, and outstanding robustness against 

cleaning operations. In addition, the reentrants can also be constructed on the top of an array of pillars, 

which made MPS effectively repellent to low-surface-energy liquids (Supplementary Fig. S5).  

The second example is a rose petal-mimicking surface for a low-fouling droplet transfer (Fig. 3E-H). 

While prior works proposed the operation mechanism of adhesion-based droplet transfer, the functional 

application is still limited by the low sample compatibility and sample loss during transport caused by 

surface fouling, microdroplet residuals, and poor chemical tolerance. We conducted experiments to 

evaluate the MPS with regard to these challenges. As shown in Fig. 3G, Supplementary Fig. S6, and 

Supplementary Video S1, a broad range of liquids (e.g., serum, cell culture medium, and even 1-M NaOH) 

were compatible with our MPS, and minimal sample fouling was observed during transport, suggesting 
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the functional robustness and generality of the surface. Meanwhile, all control samples made of normal 

lab materials, such as polystyrene (PS) and polypropylene (PP) even after surface fluorination protection, 

showed noticeable fouling/sample loss (Fig. 3H). The observed difference between MPS and the control 

samples in droplet transfer performance could be attributed to two reasons. First, we design the structure 

edges of MPS to have convex micro-curvature, thus reduces the pinning effect to trigger capillary bridge 

rupturing,46 whereas the previous report shows that structures with sharp edges inevitably pin 

microdroplets. Second, the MPS is a perfluoropolymer, which has a higher density of fluorine and 

mechanical stability than commonly-used monolayer fluorinated coatings, one of the best anti-fouling 

coatings in past reports. As a result, MPS will enable a lower level of molecular fouling and reduce the 

chance of leaving residue droplets,47 as demonstrated by control experiments  shown in Fig. 3H. 

As a final example we mimic the lotus effect (Fig. 3I-M). A MPS containing hierarchical structures 

showed outstanding water repellence (Fig. 3L). Even after being placed in the outdoor environment for 

one month, MPS can self-clean against nano-sized dirt (one major component of ambient fine particulate 

matters48) by impacting water droplets49 (Fig. 3M, Supplementary Fig. S7 and S8). In contrast, the control 

surfaces possessing the same topology but made from other materials failed to self-clean under the same 

conditions (Fig. 3M, Supplementary text 5, and Supplementary Video 2), demonstrating the rationale of 

our MPS design for improving self-cleaning performance.  

 

Multilevel durability 

We then evaluated the multilevel durability of MPS considering their mechanical strength (e.g., 

substrate adhesion, structural toughness), chemical resistance to solvents and reactive substances, and 

weathering durability against radiant, heat, and moisture. Considering the delicate structure and possibly 

least robustness among all the samples, we used the lotus-mimicking sample in these tests. First, a standard 
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shear-stress model recorded ~5.66 MPa substrate adhesion of our MPS, which was even stronger than 3M 

PR1500 (Fig. 4A), a strong and multi-purpose glue. The bonding was so strong that during detaching, the 

cracks took place in the MFA layer rather than at the bonding interface, as evidenced by the elementary 

composition (Fig. 4B), microscopic morphology, and wettability of the substrate surface (Supplementary 

Fig. S9). To cross-compare, we also performed the tape-peeling test frequently used in past reports.26,29 

Here we used a rubbery adhesive peeling test to upgrade the test. Though some commercial coatings could 

sustain certain cycles of tape peeling, rubbery adhesive peeling immediately reveal their insufficient 

bonding strength (Supplementary Fig. S10A). In sharp contrast, MPS did not present noticeable 

deterioration after thousands of rounds of tape peeling and hundreds of rubbery adhesive peeling. 

Moreover, our MPS is highly flexible – a MFA-glass fiber hybrid film passed more than 100,000-cycle 

folding (Supplementary Fig. S10 B-C).  

We evaluated the structural strength of the coating using two models – crushing and abrasion 

(Supplementary Fig. S11). During the crushing test, our MPS did not show any noticeable change after 

exposure to 300 kPa loads, as plotted in Fig. 4C. When the load reached 500 kPa, the surface showed 

deteriorated hydrophobicity (θ* ~154.6° and θroll-off  ~10.8°). These pressures were far beyond the ground 

pressure of a human adult (~50 KPa), a military tank (~100 KPa), and an elephant (~250 KPa) (Fig. 4C). 

In the abrasion test, the surface of the MPS maintained water repellence over ~1500-cycle abrasions (Fig. 

4D). As could be explained by our friction-bending model, the microstructures on the MPS surface will 

not be torn down. Instead, dense nano-sized hairs are continuously regenerated on the tops of the 

micropillars (supplementary Fig. S12), realizing a self-regeneration effect until the surface texture was 

worn away after ~1800-cycle abrasions. MPS also passed challenging tests mimicking real-world wearing 

conditions (Supplementary Video S3 and S4), illustrating our MPS materials' remarkable robustness. In 
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control experiments, all the samples commercial products and surface similar to the existing reports50 lose 

superhydrophobicity simply after a few finger wipes (Supplementary Video 5).  

Chemical resistance to corrosive vapors and aging was also tested. Distinguished from the 

conventional liquid immersion tests, we treated the samples with saturated corrosive vapors. We consider 

it a more meaningful test for the chemical robustness of a superhydrophobic coating, as the vapor can 

easily penetrate the air cushion to destroy the coating or even the underlying substrate. We found MPS 

can survive various corrosive gas/vapor (e.g., strong acid, alkali, oxidant, and organic solvent) for more 

than 7 Days (Fig. 4E). Moreover, in an accelerated aging test, MPS did not show any noticeable decay in 

water repellency throughout this entire test, indicating its prolonged lifespan in real-world weathering. In 

sharp contrast, control samples turned hydrophilic within one day (Fig. 4F, Supplementary Fig. S13, and 

Supplementary Video 6). We also tested our coatings under even harsher conditions which can appear in 

many situations in industrial, high altitude, and even space environments. These test conditions include 

sonication in strong chemicals listed in Fig. 4E, exposure to 185-nm UV radiation for 7 days, and heating 

at 200 °C for 7 days (Supplementary Fig. S14). The MPS remained intact after all these tests. 

DISCUSSION  

The advantages of MPS over superhydrophobic surfaces produced by conventional strategies (see 

Table S2 for the details) are summarized using some qualitative evaluation indices in a radar map (Fig. 

5). The details of the rubrics are presented in Table S3). The MPS achieved performances comparable to 

best records in multiple aspects, e.g., peeling, abrasion, crushing, and chemical/aging resistance. Also, 

MPS favors eco-friendliness by minimizing the release of microplastics and nanomaterials, which is 

impossible for those nanoparticle-based coatings. Moreover, the fabrication cost of the MPS strategy 

(estimated at within 10 $/m2) is competitive, especially considering its capability to create large-scale 

arrays of precisely defined true-3D microstructures and outstanding durability. Altogether, the MPS 
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strategy has demonstrated the capability to simultaneously realize topology-specific functionality and 

multilevel robustness for the control of gas/liquid/solid matters, which may fulfill the challenging 

requirements for real-world applications in air trapping, liquid transport, and self-cleaning, as well as 

many other possible applications such as anti-icing, anti-corrosion, heat transfer, and drag reduction.  

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Test the stabilities of the soft pillars 

For validating the theoretical prediction, the mechanical strength of pillars (λ ~8, fsl ~10%) against 

abrasion, pressing, and buckling were tested. For the abrasion test, the pillar array (2×2 cm2) was brought 

into contact with a 1200-Cw sandpaper, and a weight of 100 g was applied. The sample was pushed 

forward 10 cm along the ruler and then backward to the original point. Then the sample was rotated by 

90°, and the movement was repeated. This procedure is defined as one abrasion cycle. The cycle was 

repeated to test the sample’s abrasion robustness. For the press test, fixed loads (from 0 to 16 MPa) were 

applied on the samples (1×1 cm2) for 10 min. After the abrasion and pressing tests, the pillar geometries 

(i.e., pillar length l, pillar diameter D, and center-to-center distance d) were characterized with SEM. The 

Cassie-Baxter theory suggests that, for the pillar array with an inherent water contact angle θY ~110°, fsl 

must be lower than 20% to allow θ* ≥ 150°. Thus, pillars that have fsl > 20% were considered lost 

superhydrophobicity. For comparison, polypropylene (PP) and polystyrene (PS) samples with the same 

surface architecture were also tested. 

Fabrication of MPS 

The MPS was fabricated by thermally bonding perfluoropolymer on substrates (e.g., glass, textile, 

polyimide (PI), and aluminum plate) and imprinting 3D structures onto the surface. For bonding 

perfluoropolymer with a substrate, perfluorinated polymers (e.g., MFA F1540, Solvay company) were 
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laminated with the substrates at 350 °C for 10 min, and then cooled to 200 °C, with the pressure maintained 

at 0.5 MPa (See Supplementary Text 2 for details). After that, the perfluoropolymer layer on the substrate 

was textured using 3D imprinting as described below.  

Before the 3D imprinting process, master structures with predesigned texture were fabricated by 3D 

printing. To prepare for the 3D imprinting, a thermally stable mold was cast from the master (for details, 

see Fig.S2); then, the perfluoropolymer layer on the substrate was imprinted by the thermal mold at 280 

°C for 1 min under 0.1 MPa MPS was finally collected after cooling to room temperature. Both the master 

and the soft mold could be reused for scalable manufacturing. 

MPS in different use modes, i.e., coatings, membranes, and adhesive tapes were fabricated as 

illustrated in Supplementary Fig. S3. For producing the self-supporting MPS membrane, a 

perfluoropolymer film is directly imprinted. For producing the adhesive tape, MPS was first fabricated on 

a polyimide (PI) film and then an adhesive is coated on the other side of the PI film. 

Characterization of the hydrophobicity 

The hydrophobicity of the materials was characterized by measuring the static water contact angle 

(θ*) and the roll-off angle (θroll-off). To characterize θ*, the optical image of a 5-μL water droplet on a 

horizontal surface was taken, and then the angle within the liquid body between the liquid-gas and liquid-

solid lines was measured. To characterize θroll-off, a 10-μL droplet was placed on the horizontal surface and 

the sample surface was tilted gradually at a resolution of 0.1°. The critical angle that enables the droplet 

to start rolling was recorded as θroll-off. In each case, five replicates of each measurement were performed 

to calculate the standard deviation. 

Air trapping 

To test the trapping performance, the samples were immersed in seawater and the air bubbles trapped 

inside the sample surface were photographed with an optical microscope. To evaluate the trapping 
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efficiency, the sample immersed in water was placed in a sealed container, which was then pressurized to 

different pressures (0, 20, 40, 60, 80, and 90 KPa compared to normal pressure) for 24 hours. Optical 

images were taken afterwards and analyzed using ImageJ software (U.S. National Institutes of Health). 

The trapping efficiency was defined as the volume ratio between the air retentate and the cavities. 

Droplet transportation 

To test the transportation, a liquid droplet was firstly placed on a low-adhesion superhydrophobic 

surface, and was then captured by a high-adhesion surface upside down; finally, the droplet was 

transported to another high-adhesion MPS surface. To demonstrate the anti-corrosion capability, a droplet 

of 1-M NaOH was employed. To demonstrate the anti-fouling performance, a droplet of fluorescently 

labeled globulin solution was adhered on the high-adhesion surface upside down for 30 min, and then 

transported to another high-adhesion surface, after which, a fluorescence image was taken to identify the 

fouled area. The fouling ratio was defined as the projected area ratio between the fouled area and the 

surface. 

Self-cleaning test 

The self-cleaning tests were performed by using iron oxide particles to mimic dirt contamination on 

the MPS surfaces. Superhydrophobic surfaces made of different materials, i.e., PDMS, polyethylene (PE), 

and PP, with the same topology were used for comparison. The iron oxide (Fe3O4) particles were firstly 

spread on the tested surfaces and tapped gently to ensure that they have close contact with the surfaces. 

Water was then dropped onto the surfaces to remove the particles. To investigate the effect of particle size 

on the self-cleaning property of the tested surfaces, ~2-μm and ~200-nm iron oxide particles were 

employed as the mimetic dirt. Pining of water droplets on a tested surface was used as the evidence of a 

surface failing to self-clean.  

Substrate adhesion tests 
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The substrate adhesion of MPS was characterized by the shear stress model. The tested substrate was 

sandwiched between two aluminum plates, and the interfaces were thermally bonded by a 

perfluoropolymer thin film. The bonded area was 25×20 mm2. To realize the bonding, the sandwiched 

sample were laminated at 350 °C for 10 min and then cooled to room temperature. The bonding strength 

was measured with a tensiometer, where the stress was recorded as a function of the longitudinal extension 

regulated at a speed of 5 mm/min. After detached, the contact angle measurement, scan electron 

microscope (SEM) imaging, and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) were conducted to investigate 

the fracture interfaces. 

The adhesion strength was further tested by using tape peeling and repeated folding. The peeling test 

used a pressure-sensitive rubbery adhesive (Blu Tack, Bostik), which can fill the texture of rough surfaces 

rather than only adhere to the very top of surface structures. After laminating with the tested surfaces 

under ~500 KPa for 5 min, the rubbery adhesive was peeled off slowly.  

Folding test 

A folding test was conducted to evaluate the material flexibility by the reciprocated folding model. 

The water repellence (θ* and θroll-off) was recorded after every 10,000 cycles to characterize the robustness 

of the sample.   

Chemical and aging tests 

The chemical robustness of the MPS was tested against gaseous corrosives, aging conditions, as well 

as other harsh environments. A commercial superhydrophobic spray (NeverWet) and a water-repelling 

textile were comparatively tested. To evaluate the robustness against gaseous corrosives, samples and 

corrosive chemicals were placed inside a sealed container, which was then evacuated to 90 KPa to generate 

a saturated corrosive gas atmosphere. The chemicals included 37% HCl, 25% NH3·H2O, 98% HNO3, 

acetone, chloroform, and toluene, respectively. The duration for each test was 7 days. For the accelerated 
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aging test, samples were exposed to 254-nm UV radiation at 70 °C and 70% relative humidity. For the 

harsh environments test, fresh samples were exposed to ultrasonication (40 kHz) in the above chemicals 

for 1 h, 185-nm UV radiation for 7 days, air plasma for 30 min, and 200 °C heat for 7 days. The water 

repellence (θ* and θroll-off) of these samples was measured during and after these tests for determining 

durability. 

Thermal stability 

To investigate the thermal stability of the MPS, we heated a superhydrophobic MPS, a high-quality 

commercial water-repelling spray (NeverWet), and a commercial water-repelling textile at 200 °C for one 

day. We found that the color of the commercial products faded seriously, and their surfaces became 

hydrophilic, whereas the MPS remained superhydrophobic. After being heated at 250 °C for one week, 

the MPS superhydrophobic surface was still intact.  
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Figures and Tables 

 

 

Figure 1. The MPS strategy coupling wetting and mechanical stability (A) A pillar model showing 

the MPS design for promoting outstanding chemical resistance, substrate adhesion, and eco-friendliness. 

(B) Change of theoretical wetting stability and influence of theoretical strength against buckling and 

bending of the pillar array as a function of the pillar slenderness λ. The light blue region indicates the 

optimal range for achieving both wetting and mechanical stability. (C and D) Experimental validation of 

the pillar strength based on a pillar array (λ0 = 8) by plotting the change of the slenderness λ and liquid-

solid contact fraction fls of the pillar array during repeated abrasion (C), and pressing under different 

apparent pressures (D), respectively. Data are mean ± s.d. from at least five independent measurements.  
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Figure 2. MPS Fabrication (A) Schematic illustration of fabrication method consisting of thermal fusion 

and high-temperature 3D soft imprinting. The method enables outstanding 3D topological controllability, 

substrate adhesion, and scale-up capability. (B-D) Photographs of MPS biomimetic materials, including 

coatings on diverse substrates (e.g., glass, textile, PI, and aluminum) (B), a small shed made of a self-

supporting superhydrophobic MPS membrane (C), and a composite tape stuck on a bent surface (D).  
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Figure 3. Topology-specific functionalities (A-D) MPS comprising cavities with doubly reentrants 

mimicking the skin structure of a springtail beetle for effective air trapping. (A) Optical image of a 

springtail. Image courtesy of Jan J. van Duinen (photographer). (B and C) SEM image of the cavity array 

(B) and the doubly reentrants (C). (D) The relationship between the fraction of entrapped air in the cavities 

and the immersion time. The scheme illustrates two models of liquid suspending at the first and second 
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reentrant, respectively. (E-H) MPS comprising micro protuberances mimicking the rose petal for low-

fouling liquid droplet transportation. (E) Optical image of a rose flower with a high adhesion to water 

droplets. (f) SEM images of the MPS micro protuberances. (G) Optical images showing a droplet of serum 

transported between two MPS surfaces. (H) Measurement of the sample loss during transport. The MPS 

surface is free of observable fouling, while the counterparts, surfaces made of PP and fluorinated PS, 

suffer from serious fouling by bioanalytes. (I-M), Hierarchical MPS pillar array mimicking the lotus 

effect. (I) Image of a superhydrophobic lotus leaf. (J and K) SEM images showing the hierarchical 

topology of the pillar array (J) and the hierarchical unit (K). (L) Optical image showing the bouncing of a 

water droplet on the lotus-mimicking surface. (M), Representative images show the dirt removal tests. 

Only MPS surface showed self-cleaning property against nano-sized dirt (~200-nm in diameter), as 

compared with control surfaces (Supplementary Video 2). Data are mean ± s.d. from at least five 

independent measurements.  
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Figure. 4. Multipronged robustness (A and B) Substrate adhesion. (A) Adhesion strength of MPS with 

various substrates compared with the commercial glue 3MTM PR1500. (B) XPS spectrum of the substrate 

surfaces after the perfluoropolymer layers were detached in the tests. The spectra are identical to that of 

MFA F1540. (C and D) Mechanical robustness. (C) Relationship between water repellence and apparent 

pressure applied to the surface in Figure 2E. For comparison, the ground pressure of an adult man, a 

military tank, and an elephant, respectively, were denoted in the insets. (D) Relationship between the water 

repellence of the surface in Figure 2E and abrasion cycles. (E and F) Chemical and aging robustness. (E) 

Water repellence of the MPS before and after treated with strong gaseous chemicals (acid, alkali, oxidant, 

and organic solvents) for 1 week. (F) Evolution of the water repellence of three superhydrophobic 

materials during accelerated aging. In C-F, the black and blue dash lines denote the boundaries of 

superhydrophobicity (θ* > 150° and θroll-off <10°). In E and F, a commercial NeverWet spray and water-
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repellence textile were also tested to provide reference index of the chemical and weathering stability. 

Data are mean ± s.d. from at least five independent measurements.  
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Figure. 5. MPS combines topological controllability and multilevel durability (A) illustration of two 

major groups of existing strategies (lower schematics), i.e., synthetic coatings and micromachined/3D 

printed surface, as well as MPS strategy (upper schematic) for preparing biomimetic surfaces. (B) A radar 

map showing the qualitative indexes of the characters of biomimetic coatings produced using different 

strategies (see references and rubrics in Table S2 and S3). The potential applications, e.g., anti-icing and 

drag reduction, require multipronged merits of biomimetic coatings (light green area). MPS biomimetic 

surfaces (light blue line) can fulfill the multipronged requirements, addressing the limitations of synthetic 

coatings (gray line) and micromachined/3D printed coatings (dark yellow line). 
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PUBLIC SUMMARY 

◼ The monolithic perfluoropolymer surface (MPS) strategy enables biomimetic surfaces to combine 

geometric-material mechanics with topology-specific superwetting stability. 

◼ The theoretical model predicted optimal structures and materials to realize simultaneously 

superwettability and ultradurability. 

◼ The stability of the biomimetic surfaces was extended into a nonlinear range for further improving 

ultradurability. 

◼ The MPS strategy helps to translate bioinspired surface principles into real-world applications. 
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